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DISCOVER I DEVELOP | DEDICATE
Follow your passions and discover your potential.
The college experience is a time of learning and growth - a chance to follow passions and develop poten 
tial for student athletes in Division III. This happens most importantly in the classroom, through earning 
academic degree.
The Division III experience provides for passionate participa­
tion in a competitive athletic environment, where student 
athletes push themselves to excellence and build upon their 
academic success with new challenges and Lifeskills and stu­
dent athletes are encouraged to pursue the full spectrum of 
opportunities available during their time in college.
In this way, Division III provides and integrated environment 
for student athletes to take responsibility for their own path, 
follow their passions and find their potential through a compre­
hensive educational experience.
Discover, Develop, Dedicate
Discover - Division III student athletes are encouraged to 
pursue their interests and passions beyond the classroom and 
field of play...to discover themselves.
Develop - Division ill institutions provide an environment that 
encourages student athletes to develop into well-rounded 
adults, small class sizes, the ability to participate In more 
than one sport, and an emphasis on participation in activities 
outside of the classroom are all hallmarks of the Division III 
experience.
Dedicate - Division III institutions expect student athletes to 
dedicate themselves to achieving their potential. Student ath­
letes must manage their hectic schedules, keep up with class 
work and face the challenges as the rest of the student body.
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ABOUT
JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY
Educating the Whole Person—a 
450-Year Jesuit Tradition
At John Carroll University, we are committed to 
the education of the whole person - mind, body, 
and spirit - in keeping with the Jesuit tradition of 
educational excellence that dates back more than 
450 years. This is a commitment to an integra­
tion of faith and culture that serves the human 
search for truth, justice, and solidarity in a diverse 
and vibrant community. At the same time, we 
are committed to adapting our programs to the 
cultural and social needs of our times and our lo­
cation. Much of the distinctiveness of John Carroll 
University comes from our relationship to Greater 
Cleveland and Northeast Ohio.
Service and ethics are integral aspects of our Je­
suit mission. Students may engage in a variety of volunteer and service learning opportunities. These include engagement in Greater 
Cleveland, across the United States, and abroad. Jesuit education seeks to assist our students in addressing the most challenging 
questions of justice and fairness in our world, including issues of business ethics, race relations, unemployment, the global imbalance 
of resources, environmental challenges, poverty, and oppression. Our students begin to engage in these issues by learning through 
research, reflection, and experiences both inside and outside the classroom.
Simply put, John Carroll University is a community that commits itself to academic excellence, to valuing differing points of view in an 
Inclusive and ecumenical spirit, and to service to the common good.
John Carroll At-A-Glance
• Located in University Heights, Ohio, just 20 minutes from downtown Cleveland.
• Enrollment: approximately 3,000 undergraduate students and 700 graduate students.
• Student-to-faculty ratio: 14:1.
• Average class size: 23
• Full-time teaching faculty: 202
• Our 64-acre campus offers state-of-the-art facilities, including the Dolan Center for Science and Technology, and a TV 
studio and media lab in the Tim Russert Department of Communication and Theatre Arts.
• Nearly 100 recognized student organizations on campus.
• Ohio Athletic Conference, NCAA Division ill varsity athletics.
for more information, log on to www.jcu.edu
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ABOUT DON SHULA STADIUM: 
TEN-YEAR ANNIVERSARY
In a ceremony held on campus on the 16th of June, 2001, John Carroll University announced plans to begin construction on its new 
football facility, Don Shula Stadium at Wasmer Field.
On September 27, 2003, Don Shula Stadium was officially dedicated 
in front of a capacity crowd in the 5,416-seat state-of-the-art facility.
Just as he was in 2001, the stadium's namesake was on hand for the 
ceremony, which was held during the halftime of John Carroll's 28-23 
win over Ohio Northern as part of Homecoming weekend at JCU.
"Who would ever thought all those years ago that a football stadium 
would be named after me," said Shula after he was introduced dur­
ing the halftime ceremony by Reverend Edward Glynn, S.J., who was 
President of John Carroll University at the time.
Modest words indeed from Shula, who grew up in nearby Painesville,
Ohio, and is a 1951 graduate of John Carroll. Shula has often said the 
mental, physical and spiritual foundation of his John Carroll education 
were instrumental in helping him become the winningest coach in NFL 
history.
Shula was named 1993 Sportsman of the Year by Sports Illustrated.
He currently holds the NFL record for most career wins with 347, and 
only had two losing seasons in his 36-year career of coaching in the
NFL
He is perhaps most noted for the 1972 season, in which his Miami Dolphins authored the only perfect season in NFL history, culmini- 
nating with a victory in Super Bowl VII.
At the time the plans were unveiled for the construction of the future home for JCU football, soccer and track & field, Don Shula 
shared his feelings toward the project to the assembled crowd.
"Needless to say, I am overwhelmed," said Shula shortly after Father Glynn made the official announcement. "It is such an honor to 
have a stadium named after me. This is something I will always have a great deal of respect for and pride in."
The project began in earnest in the fall of 2001, as the old Wasmer Field bleachers were torn down on both sides. In time for the 2002 
season, the visitors side was constructed, housing 1,400 spectators. A temporary press box was also put in place to add functionality 
to the facility.
All the while, construction continued on the home side. Locker rooms, five coaches offices, a weight room, a training room and equip­
ment storage areas were built on the ground floor. Access to the home side dugout of Schweickert Field - the baseball facility - was 
also made available.
The main concourse houses the Shula Memorabilia Room as well as a fully-functioning concession stand. The finishing touches were 
the upper levels, where the press box, coaches booths and a filming area were placed on top of the home side.
For Shula, this honor is a continuation of the promise a Jesuit education has fulfilled in his life.
"When I look back and think about the things that have happened since 1947, the year that I enrolled at John Carroll, and think about 
how my life has gone in different directions ... to be fortunate enough to have the Jesuit education, graduate in four years, and to have 
the coaching I had on the field are opportunities I will always be very, very grateful for."
Now ten years old, Don Shula Stadium is utilized by a number of varsity and club teams as well as by the intramural and recreation 
programs at John Carroll University.
In 2011, Shula Stadium received a new playing surface, and the Julie Zajac Memorial Track housed within the stadium also was reno­
vated.
SHULA STADIUM SALUTES FOR TONIGHT'S GAME:
Pre’Game - 2013 John Carroll University Homecoming Court, as voted on by the student body
During Game - Announcement of the 2013 JCU Family of the Year, Performances by the JCU Pep Band (celebrat­
ing its 20th anniversary)
Haiftime - A performance by the JCU Dance team, followed by recognition of the 2013 JCU Athletic Hail of Fame 
Class (Tom Arth, Peggy Dempsey, Beth Grzybowski Litten, Craig Recko, Joe Runkei, Gerry Shay, Chad Stein, Eric 
Urdzik and the 1962 and 1963 JCU Footbail Teams)
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HEAD COACH 
TOM ARTH
For just the fourth time in its long and storied history, John Carroll University has turned to one of its own to guide its football 
fortunes.
Tom Arth, a former Division ill All-American quarterback for the Blue Streaks as well as an NFL quarterback with the Indianapolis 
Colts, has been named the 17th head football coach in the program's 92-year history.
Arth has been an assistant coach and co-offensive coordinator for his alma mater over the past three seasons.
In being named to this position, Arth joins Jerry Schweickert (1965-1976), Frank Amato 
(1984-86) and Tony DeCarlo (1987-1998) as the only John Carroll graduates to serve as 
head coach of Blue Streaks football team. Arth also joins Schweickert and Amato as former 
Blue Streak players to have ascended to the head coach position.
"I am motivated by the challenge and humbled by the opportunity to lead our football 
program and serve the John Carroll 
University community," said Arth. "I 
am so proud to represent a univer­
sity that is committed to leadership, 
service, academic excellence, and 
most importantly to helping young 
people realize the God-given po­
tential they have to succeed and to 
make a difference in our world."
During his coaching tenure at 
JCU, Arth has served as a quarter­
backs coach, co-offensive coordina­
tor, assistant recruiting coordinator, 
and director of football operations.
He helped the Blue & Gold offense
average 396 yards and 28.9 points per game in the last three seasons, and has 
mentored quarterbacks Devin O'Brien, winner of the 2011 Bob Packard Award 
for most outstanding offensive back in the Ohio Athletic Conference, and 
Mark Myers, one of the nation's leading passers in 2012.
From 1999-2002, Arth set 18 John Carroll football records as its quarter­
back, earning unanimous All-American honors as a junior and senior. In 2002, 
he guided the Blue Streaks to a 12-2 record, an East region championship, and 
a berth in the NCAA Division III national semifinals for the first time in pro­
gram history.
Arth will be recognized for his achievements as John Carroll's record-setting 
quarterback when he gets inducted in to the school's Athletic Hall of Fame on 
September 27, 2013.
After graduating from John Carroll in 2003, Arth signed a free agent 
contract with the NFL's Indianapolis Colts, where he spent three seasons as a 
back-up to quarterback Peyton Manning. He also had stints with the Green 
Bay Packers, as well as NFL Europe and the Arena Football League.
Arth is a Cleveland area product, playing his high school football for the re- 
knowned St. Ignatius program under fellow John Carroll alumnus Chuck Kyle.
Arth quarterbacked the Wildcats to a 10-3 record and a state playoff semifinal 
appearance as a senior and earned All-State honors.
With his goal to re-establish the Blue Streaks as an OAC Championship 
contender, Arth hopes to instill into his players Jesuit ideals.
"We will passionately pursue perfection and in doing so will create a 
culture of excellence," said Arth. "John Carroll football players will respect, 
value, and trust one another. They will be willing to sacrifice and persevere to 
accomplish team goals, and they will be ingrained with a relentless belief in 
themselves and their ability to achieve greatness."
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THE 2013 JOHN CARROLL 
FOOTBALL ROSTER
# NAME POS HT WT YR HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
5 Chad Aerni DB 5-10 180 So Strongsville, OH / Cleveland St. Ignatius
Stephen Alexander QB 6-0 180 So. Westlake, OH / Cleveland St. Ignatius
Joshua Amador LB 5-9 190 Fr. Miami, FL / Archbishop Curley Notre Dame Prep
19 Reese Armstrong DB 5-10 180 Fr. Mentor, OH / Mentor
Jake Bandeen K/P 5-10 160 So. Millbury, OH / Lake
15 Mark Baniewicz TE 6-3 200 Fr. Painesville, OH / Lake Catholic
26 Aaron Barna ** DB 5-10 185 Jr. Valley City, OH / Cuyahoga Falls Walsh Jesuit
Jeff Basty OL 6-2 275 So. Lancaster, NY / St. Francis Athol Springs
65 Jimmy Beirne DL 6-3 190 Jr. Rocky River, OH / Lakewood St. Edward
Alex Berry OL 6-1 275 Fr. Rochester, NY / McQuaid Jesuit
71 Matt Blevins OL 6-4 255 Jr. Cincinnati, OH / St. Xavier
Wes Bomback OL 6-1 260 Fr. Chagrin Falls, OH / Chagrin Falls
56 Nolan Bonham * LB 5-10 215 Jr. Woodbridge, VA / Hempfield Area
Jonathan Brick RB 5-8 180 So. Westlake, OH / Westlake
33 Andy Bryan LB 6-2 185 So. Novelty, OH / West Geauga
Jason Buchert K/P 5-7 135 Fr. Wexford, PA / North Allegheny
Joe Callihan OL 6-3 240 Fr. Mogadore, OH / Mogadore
Armando Cardoso OL 6-0 255 Fr. Miami, FL / Christopher Columbus
57 Clay Cassidy * OL 6-2 270 So. Garfield Heights, OH / Cleveland St. Ignatius
Parker Cavendish WR 6-0 193 Fr. Gahanna, OH / Lincoln
Tyler Cerny TE 6-0 190 Fr. Rocky River, OH / Lutheran West
88 Hayes Chrispin ** WR 6-3 195 Jr. Marysville, OH / Marysville
62 Gene Claridge DL 6-0 205 Jr. Strongsville, OH / Strongsville
Luis Colon LB 6-0 190 Fr. Richmond Heights, OH / Richmond Heights
73 Joe Connolly * OL 6-1 270 Jr. Copley, OH / Copley
Eddie Cook DL 6-4 245 Fr. Chicago, IL/ Brother Rice
78 Jack Corrigan * OL 6-2 250 Jr. Rocky River, OH / Cleveland St. Ignatius
Kyle Crites DB 6-0 175 Fr. Unlontown, OH / Lake
Matt Cubberly LB 5-11 215 So. Powell, OH / Olentangy Liberty
74 Breen Cullivan *** OL 6-1 275 Sr. Hilliard, OH / Columbus St.Charles Prep
Kyle Curtis DL 6-2 210 Fr. Westerville, OH / South
81 Jordan D'Orazio * WR 5-10 175 So. Avon Lake, OH / Cuyahoga Heights
36 Josh Dasch LB 5-8 181 So. Burton, OH / Chardon Notre Dame Cathedral Latin
1 Jovon Dawson DB 6-0 170 Fr. Cleveland, OH / Benedictine
John Denecke OL 6-1 270 So. Hamburg, NY / Buffalo St. Francis
89 Lino DeSapri DL 6-1 200 Sr. Concord Township, OH / Kirtland
Patrick Dillon LB 5-10 230 Fr. Wickliffe, OH / Wickliffe
70 Dominic DiTirro OL 6-4 250 Fr. Mentor, OH / Lake Catholic
38 Jared Donovan * DB 6-1 180 So. Mentor, OH / Mentor
Scott Eilerman QB 6-3 175 Fr. Kirtland, OH / Kirtland
64 Chris Elliott * OL 6-0 245 Sr. Lake Leelanau, Ml / Orchard Lake Village Saint Mary's Prep
66 Andrew Evans ** DL 6-0 250 Jr. Chardon, OH / Notre Dame-Cathedral Latin
42 Matt Feeney *** LB 6-1 205 Sr. Dublin, OH / Columbus Bishop Ready
Will Fitzgerald WR 5-8 165 So. Wilmette, IL / New Trier
Benjamin Foreman TE 5-10 185 Fr. Allison Park, PA / Hampton
60 Stephen Franko DL 6-1 260 Fr. Cleveland, OH / St. Ignatius
Andrew Freeman WR 6-2 200 Fr. Lake Forest, IL / Lake Forest
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THE 2013 JOHN CARROLL 
FOOTBALL ROSTER
# NAME POS HT WT YR HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOl
Zach Frye WR 6-2 190 Fr. Cartersville, GA / Woodland
44 Patrick Gawryszewski LB 6-0 197 Jr. Garfield Heights, OH / Cleveland St. Ignatius
Andrew Getz OL 6-1 280 Fr. Columbus, OH / Bexley
2 Marty Gibbons ** DB 5-10 180 Jr. Mentor, OH / Lake Catholic
Evan Gorbach OL 6-1 275 So. Akron, OH / St. Vincent / St. Mary
Dan Gratien DB 5-10 170 Fr. Syracuse, NY/Westhill
Adam Gray LB 6-0 225 Fr. Chagrin Falls, OH / Kenston
52 Mike Green *** DL 6-0 240 Sr. Cleveland, OH / Lakewood St. Edward
6 Aramis Greenwood * WR 6-0 205 Jr. Fairport Harbor, OH / Cleveland Glenville
7 Randy Greenwood * RB 5-11 200 Sr. Fairport Harbor, OH / Lake Catholic
Ryan Greenwood WR 6-0 180 Fr. Fairport Harbor, OH / Fairport Harbor
4 DaQuan Grobsmith *** RB 5-8 170 Sr. Syracuse, NY / Bishop Ludden
80 Robert Grosso WR 6-0 180 Jr. Buffalo, NY / Bishop Timon St. Jude
Brandon Guzda TE 5-11 178 Fr. West Seneca, NY / West Seneca
54 Dylan Hall DL 6-2 225 Fr. Buffalo, NY / St. Joseph Collegiate Institute
Zack Harding WR 5-9 160 Fr. Syracuse, NY / Bishop Ludden
Brad Harris DB 6-1 170 Fr. Orchard LAke, NY / St. Mary's Prep
Ethan Harsh DB 6-1 160 So. Delaware, OH / Buckeye Valley
J.T. Haughey LB 6-1 225 So. Aurora, OH / Aurora
Zach Hawkins DL 6-2 200 Fr. Mentor, OH / Lake Catholic
75 Brian Hennis OL 6-0 250 Jr. Brunswick, OH / Brunswick
Michael Hippier DL 6-2 230 Fr. Columbus, OH / St. Francis DeSales
Tim Hipskind WR 6-2 185 Fr. Elmhurst, IL/ Immaculate Conception
28 Michael Hollins DB 6-0 185 Fr. Maple Heights / Maple Heights
39 Lucas Hook * LB 6-0 195 Jr. Pittsburgh, PA / Wexford North Allegheny
9 Marshall Howell WR 5-11 170 Fr. Cleveland, OH / Benedictine
Nick lacampo DL 5-10 210 So. Chesterland, OH / West Geauga
99 Kresimir Ivkovic ** K/P 6-2 190 Jr. Euclid, OH / Mentor Lake Catholic
59 Adam Jones LB 6-1 200 So. Wheeling, WV / The Linsly School
91 Vince Joyce DL 6-3 215 Jr. Munroe Falls, OH / Akron St. Vincent St Mary's
Tommy Kaleel DL 5-10 210 Fr. Canfield, OH/Canfield
12 Wes Keller * QB 6-0 185 Jr. Miami, FL / Christopher Columbus
13 Jarrod Kilburn ** QB 5-11 205 Sr. Meadville, PA / Meadville Area
37 Jimmy King ** LB 5-8 170 Jr. Thompson, OH / Mentor Lake Catholic
Craig Kircher * OL 6-0 220 Jr. Massillon, OH / Washington
James KleinhampI WR 5-11 185 So. Pittsburgh, PA / North Allegheny
Casey Klicman QB 6-0 190 Fr. Willoughby, OH/South
82 Alex Kline ** WR 5-8 165 Sr. Glenshaw, PA / Pittsburgh North Catholic
83 Brian Kornowski WR 6-0 180 Fr. Parma, OH / Padua Franciscan
Juston Koss LB 6-2 220 So. Ostrander, OH / Buckeye Valley
Patrick Kramer QB 6-1 175 So. Solon, OH/Solon
Robert Kratman DL 6-2 240 Fr. Miami, FL/Chaminade Madonna Prep
97 Justin Kravchuck DL 6-0 210 Fr. Mentor, OH / Lake Catholic
68 Doug Krochka OL 6-3 230 Jr. Cuyahoga Falls, OH / Walsh Jesuit
46 Mitch Krotz LB 6-2 230 R-Sr. Madison, OH/Madison
Connor Lake RB 5-10 190 Fr. Toledo, OH / St. John's Jesuit
Cotter Lamb DL 6-2 195 Fr. Beverly Hills, Ml / Detroit Country Day School
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THE 2013 JOHN CARROLL 
FOOTBALL ROSTER
# NAME POS HT WT YR HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
34 Tyler Lance TE 6-2 200 So. Avon, OH / Avon
96 Nick Lasko * DL 5-11 200 Jr. Madison, OH / Madison
67 Anthony Latina OL 6-3 280 So. Independence, OH / St. Ignatius
17 Tyler Lendzion QB 5-10 185 Jr. Rochester Hills, Ml / Brother Rice
Andrew Lewis DL 6-1 210 Jr. Bay Village, OH / Bay Village
72 Kevin Locke OL 6-1 245 So. Cranberry Twp., PA / Seneca Valley
Odell Lyde DB 5-10 180 Jr. Akron, OH / St. Vincent St. Mary
77 Alex Manos * OL 5-9 230 Jr. Reynoldsburg, OH / Columbus St. Charles Prep
Josh Meade OL 6-3 250 So. Erie, PA / McDowell
14 Dante Mezza DB 5-11 178 Sr. Rome, NY / Rome Free Academy
32 Tommy Michals * RB 5-9 175 Jr. Mentor, OH / Lake Catholic
92 Matt Miller DL 6-2 230 So. Leroy, OH / Riverside
1 Rich Miller WR 6-2 190 So. Euclid, OH / Mentor Lake Catholic
21 Jake Mooney WR 5-11 190 So. Cleveland, OH / St. Ignatius
Tommy Murtaugh OL 6-1 230 Fr. Chagrin Falls, OH / Chagrin Falls
8 Mark Myers * QB 6-5 220 Jr. Pepper Pike, OH / Cleveland St. Ignatius
Andres Nader DL 6-3 330 Fr. Tampa, FL/T.R. Robinson
Trevor Norquest WR 6-2 180 Fr. Ravenna, OH / Southeast
Liam O'Brien OL 6-4 245 Jr. Solon, OH / Solon
Ray O'Brien WR 6-0 180 Fr. Cleveland, OH / St. Ignatius
61 William O'Brien * OL 5-11 250 Sr. Chicago, IL/ Loyola Academy
98 Pat O'Hearne K/P 6-2 180 Fr. Boston, MA / Boston College
45 Paul Okeyo *** LB 6-0 210 Sr. Gaithersburg, MD / Walter Johnson
Kevin Ormsby OL 6-1 255 So. Tampa, FL/Jesuit
87 Frank Pines ** DL 6-1 250 Jr. University Heights, OH / Gates Mills Gilmour Academy
Tony Pompeo QB 6-2 220 Jr. Pittsburgh, PA / Fox Chapel
55 David Porter * DL 5-10 239 So. Lorain, OH / Cleveland Benedictine
Jonathan Radney RB 5-11 170 Fr. Columbus, OH / St. Charles Prep
Peter Rauhe WR 5-8 160 So. Seven Hills, OH / Cleveland St. Ignatius
93 Owen Reilly LB 6-1 225 So. South Euclid, OH / Cleveland Benedictine
Austin Reinhart DB 5-8 140 Fr. Fostoria, OH / St. Wendelin
48 Truvonte Riley *** DB 5-11 170 Sr. Akron, OH / Walsh Jesuit
69 Chris Rizzo * DL 5-11 225 Jr. Bethel Park, PA / Bethel Park
Ben Robinson DL 6-3 200 Fr. Willoughby, OH / South
Jose Rocha K/P 5-9 220 Fr. Kent, OH / Roosevelt
Kyle Rodriguez WR 6-1 150 So. Fayette City, PA / Frazier
10 Choe Samba ** LB 5-11 200 Jr. Aurora, OH / Aurora
49 Robert Sason ** LB 6-0 200 Sr. Wickliffe, OH / Mentor Lake Catholic
18 Jake Schaefer QB 6-2 205 So. Westlake, OH / Parma Hts. Holy Name
43 Kyle Schinke LB 6-1 200 So. Willowick, OH / Mentor Lake Catholic
Matt Schulenberg RB 5-11 175 Fr. East Amherst, NY / Williamsville East
35 Brenton Semplak RB 6-0 205 Sr. Garrettsville, OH / James A Garfield
76 AJ. Short ** OL 6-2 255 Sr. South Euclid, OH / Cleveland Saint Ignatius
Eric Slomovitz OL 6-0 220 Jr. Pepper Pike, OH / Orange
Stewart Smith-Thomas OL 5-10 255 So. Akron, OH / St. Vincent / St. Mary
John Sorgi OL 6-2 215 Fr. Athol Springs, NY / Buffalo St. Francis
William Sowers OL 6-1 250 Fr. Mentor / Lake Catholic
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THE 2013 JOHN CARROLL 
FOOTBALL ROSTER
# NAME POS HT WT YR HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
Alex Spratke DB 5-11 180 Fr. South Lyon, Ml / East
Ryan Stephany TE 6-3 200 Fr. Allison Park, PA / Hampton
Mike Stewart DL 6-2 250 Sr. Brooklyn, OH / Brooklyn
Luke Stierwalt LB 6-0 185 Fr. Fremont, OH / St. Joseph Central Catholic
84 Zach Strippy * TE 6-3 215 Jr. North Royalton, OH / Cleveland Saint Ignatius
Erik Stubbs WR 6-0 185 Fr. Auburndale, Ml / Avondale
CJ Taddeo LB 5-9 190 Fr. Mayfield Village, OH / Mayfield
Nick Taddeo LB 5-11 200 So. Mayfield Village, OH / Mayfield
Dakota Thomas DB 5-9 185 Fr. Fishers, IN / Southeastern
90 Mike Tozzi DL 6-3 250 So. Chagrin Falls, OH / Chagrin Falls
31 Michael Tutolo RB 5-5 170 So. Concord, OH / Mentor Lake Catholic
Justin Twarog QB 6-2 190 Fr. Amherst, NY / Central
Jackson Twomey WR 5-4 145 Fr. Rochester, NY / McQuaid Jesuit
30 Kevin Tyransky DB 5-10 165 So. Chesterland, OH / Chardon Notre Dame-Cathedral Latin
23 Andrew Venclauskas DB 5-11 175 Fr. Willoughby, OH / South
Thomas Venclauskas DL 6-1 225 Fr. Willoughby, OH / South
Joe Vuraich QB 5-10 160 Fr. Wickliffe, OH / Wickliffe
Johnny Watson WR 5-10 180 Fr. Painesville, OH / Riverside
Brad Wellenzohn LB 5-11 190 Fr. Buffalo, NY / Bishop Timon-St. Jude
Dante West * OL 6-1 255 So. Mason, OH / Cincinnati Archbishop Moeller
24 Ryan Winchell *** DB 5-11 175 Sr. Willoughby, OH / Willoughby South
Kyle Witkowski QB 5-11 180 Jr. Orchard Park, NY / Orchard Park
Dylan Witt DL 5-11 200 Fr. McDonald, PA / South Fayette
Max Wolfe DL 5-11 195 Fr. Troy, Ml / University of Detriot Jesuit
Mark Worthington LB 6-2 200 Fr. Chardon, OH / Notre Dame-Cathedral Latin
20 Brody Zangaro ** DB 5-9 195 Jr. Pittsburgh, PA / North Hills
40 Vince Ziccardi ** RB 5-10 190 Jr. Chesterland, OH / West Geauga
The John Carroll University 
Athietic Department 
Saiutes
THE PEP BAND
on its 20th Anniversary
ICII Pep Band
Providing the soundtrack 
for Blue Streaks sports success 
throughout the nation!!!
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TEAM PHOTO
1st Row: Aramis Greenwood, Truvonte Riley, William O'Brien, Paul Okeyo, Michael Green, Matt Feeney, Robert Sason, DaQuan Grobsmith, Mitch 
Krotz, Nolan Bonham, Alex Kline, Breen Cullivan, A.J. Short, Ryan Winchell, Mike Stewart, Lino DeSapri, Chris Elliott, Jarrod Kilburn, Branton Semplak
2nd Row: Peter Rauhe, Zach Strippy, Patrick Gawryszewski, Aaron Barna, Craig Kircher, Tommy Michals, Wes Keller, Jake Mooney, Chad Aerni, Randy 
Greenwood, Mark Myers, Chris Rizzo, Rich Miller, Vince Joyce. Michael Tutolo, Zach Hawkins, Doug Krochka, David Porter, Mike Tozzi, Matt Miller
3rd Row: Marshall Howell, Joe Connolly, Liam O'Brien, Jack Corrigan, Alex Manos, Brian Hennis, Clay Cassidy, Kevin Ormsby, Vince Ziccardi, Tyler Lance, 
Hayes Chrispin, Tony Pompeo, Lucas Hook, Kyle Witkowski, Nick lacampo, Jordan D'Orazio, Jake Schaefer, Will Fitzgerald, James KleinhampI, Jake Bandeen
4th Row: Josh Dasch, Jimmy King, Nick Lasko, Jared Donovan, Kevin Cope, Brody Zangaro, Mike Buchert, Marty Gibbons, Kevin Bigoness, Kyle 
Rodriguez, Patrick Kramer, Juston Koss, Owen Reilly, Josh Ransom, Robert Grosso, Matt Blevins, Gene Claridge, Tyler Lendzion, Choe Samba, Jimmy 
Beirne, Andy Bryan
5th Row: Jackson Twomey, Jonathan Radley, Michael Hippier, Tyler Cerny, Dylan Witt, Andrew Evans, Frank Pines, Odell Lyde, Jovon Dawson,
Kresimir Ivkovic, Eric Slomovitz, Anthony Latina, Evan Gorbach, Jeff Basty, Jonathan Brick, Adam Jones, Scott Eilerman, Kevin Locke, Josh Meade, Walt 
Cubberly, Kevin Tyransky, Dominic DiTorro
6th Row: Mark Baniewicz, Luis Colon, Zach Frye, Dakota Thomas, Tim Hipskind, John Sorgi, Wes Bomback, Joe Vuraich, Adam Gray, Ethan Harsh,
J.T. Haughey, William Sowers, Kyle Schinke, Tanner Patsko, Nick Taddeo, Tommy Murtaugh, Patrick Dillon, Stewart Smith-Thomas, Andrew Lewis, 
Stephen Alexander, Mark Worthington, Brandon Guzda
7th Row: Alex Spratke, Robert Kratman, Armondo Cardoso, Joshua Amador, Joe Callihan, Kyle Curtis, Eddie Cook, John Denecke, Cotter Lamb, Ben­
jamin Foreman, Ryan Stephany, Trevor Norquest, Parker Cavendish, Zack Harding, Erik Stubbs, Michael Hollins, Brad Wellenzohn, Andrew Freeman, 
Stephen Franko, Ray O'BrienC.J. Taddeo, Connor Lake, Kyle Crites, Dan Gratien
8th Row: Justin Kravchuck, Brian Kornowski, Austin Reinhart, Max Wolfe, Johnny Watson, Casey Klicman, Reese Armstrong, Gonsalo Lopez, Thomas 
Venclauskas, Andrew Venclauskas, Tyler Rus, Benjamin Robinson, Tommy Kaleel, Brad Harris, Pat O'Hearne, Luke Stierwalt, Andrew Getz, Alex Berry, 
Andres Nader, Justin Twarog, Dylan Hall, Ryan Greenwood, Jason Buchert
9th Row: Brian Cochran, Phil Bokovitz, Frank Ross, Brandon Staley, Marty Newman, Dr. Ron DIociato, Tom Arth, Jonathan Cooley, D.J. Debick, Cody 
Edwards, Tommy Zagorski, Mike Cook
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Source
Companies
Good Luck Jake #21
Retirement Planning Employee Benefits
401 K/403b/457
Pension Design Financial Planning
SOURCE COMPANIES, LLC
Partners in Your Financial Future
2000 Auburn Drive - Suite 300 - Beachwood, OH 44122
(216) 593-5090
pmooney@sourcecompanies.ws
Securities and advisory services offered through Safeguard Securities, Inc., Member FINRA-SIPC.
ABOUT TONIGHT’S GAME: 
JCU VS. OTTERBEIN
Preview: Charles Dickens passed away before the birth of American foot­
ball, but the words he wrote certainly resonate with the weary road warriors 
in the sport.
"Every traveler has a home of his own, and he learns to appreciate it the 
more from his wandering."
To play its first game of 2013 as the "home" team, John Carroll travelled 
nearly 450 miles west to face St. Norbert. Last week, the Blue Streaks stayed 
within the confines of the Cleveland metropolitan area to square off with rival 
Baldwin Wallace.
Tonight's game marks many debuts, as the curtain rises on the head coach­
ing career of Tom Arth at Don Shula Stadium, on the home portion of the 2013 
schedule, and on this year's edition of Homecoming and Family Weekend at 
John Carroll University.
With much anticipation and appreciation, the Blue Streaks have arrived at 
this date on the schedule.
They also carry with them momentum.
Propulsion gained from a record-setting day at Toyota Park in Chicago, where 
the Blue Streaks threw for over 500 yards In a season-opening 41-0 triumph. 
Energy drawn from a defensive effort that held a nationally ranked crosstown 
rival to seven points and 183 total yards in a 27-7 victory that recaptured the 
Cuyahoga Gold Bowl for the first time since 2010.
A 2-0 record and some national buzz follow the Blue Streaks out of the tun­
nel and onto the field this evening.
But as the rookie head coach is quick to note, the effort needed tonight has 
no true relation to anything that has happened before.
"We enjoyed the wins we have achieved, but this is a new week and a new 
team to prepare for," said Arth. "Otterbein is a quality opponent that demands 
our focus. What I have liked about our team this year is our ability to put every­
thing in its proper place and perspective. We are happy to have the Cuyahoga 
Gold Bowl back in our possession, but that will not help us score points this week 
execution will."
or play great defense. Our preparation, attention and
About the Game/History of the Series: The John Carroll University Blue Streaks (2-0, 1-0 OAC) will host the Otterbein University 
Cardinals (1-1,1-0 OAC) in the 27th meeting between the two schools. In a series that dates back to 1931, John Carroll owns a 20-6 
advantage but Otterbein has won four of the last five.
In the last contest between the two, the host Cardinals prevailed, 21-7, in Westerville on September 22, 2012. John Carroll scored 
first on an 18-yard touchdown run by Sean Kuenzig, but the Cardinals responded with 21 unanswered points, Aaron Kingcade had two 
rushing touchdowns to give Otterbein a 14-7 halftime lead, but the backbreaker was a 69-yard touchdown pass by Kingcade in the 
fourth quarter. The Cardinals outgained the Blue Streaks, 285-255.
In the last meeting between the two schools held in University heights, the Blue Streaks prevailed 47-41 in two overtimes. Both 
teams scored touchdowns in the first overtime, but a missed field goal by Otterbein two start the second overtime opened the door. 
JCU won the game when Devin O'Brien plunged into the end zone from one-yard out. The two teams combined for 1,039 yards and 
50 first downs.
John Carroll is 12-2 all-time at home against Otterbein.
Who To Watch For John Carroll: Senior running back DaQuan Grobsmith produced the first 100-yard rushing game for John Carroll 
last week against Baldwin Wallace since -- well, over one year ago when he rushed for 137 yards also against Baldwin Wallace. The 115 
yards gained by Grobsmith pushes his career total to 1,824 yards ... Quarterback Mark Myers has thrown for 784 yards through two 
contests. He has five touchdowns against just one interception, and has completed over 60 percent of his passes (45-74, .608)... Three 
JCU receivers have already topped 100 yards on the season - Aramis Greenwood (13 for 240 yards, 2 TD), Marshall Howell (10 for 263 
yards, 1 TD) and Alex Kline (10 for 102 yards, 1 TD)... John Carroll's projected starting line played for the first time together last week 
and allowed just one sack. The seniors on the line are AJ. Short and Breen Cullivan ... Senior Ryan Winchell has started 22 consecutive 
games and recorded his first career interception last week against Baldwin Wallace ... Junior safety Brody Zangaro had two intercep­
tions against Baldwin Wallace - the first Blue Streak with a multiple-pick game since Marty Gibbons achieved the feat on October 13, 
2012 ... Senior linebacker Mitch Krotz had a team-high 15 tackles against Baldwin Wallace, and now has 22 on the year including 4.0
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for losses of 15 yards ... Fellow senior linebacker Matt Feeney has tallied 19 tackles so far in 2013 ... Sophomore lineman David Porter 
leads the Blue Streaks with 1.5 sacks for -13 yards ... Placekicker Kresimir Ivkovic is 4-5 on field goal attempts, with his lone miss from 
51 yards out. He has connected on a 45-yarder, but just as impressively, he has five touchbacks on 13 kickoffs and his coverage units 
have yielded just 19.5 yards per return.
Who To Watch For Otterbein: Second year head coach Tim Doup has a very strong defense, which returns seven starters. One of 
those starters is 2012 Paul Hoernemann Award winner Pat Seesholtz, who earned the Ohio Athletic Conference Award as the top de­
fensive lineman in the league thanks to 10.5 sacks a year ago. After missing the opener against St. John Fisher, Seesholtz returned to 
action and had four tackles, including 2.5 for losses of -4 yards ... Fellow senior defensive lineman Zack Grieves led the Otterbein squad 
with 66 tackles in 2012. He has nine stops and a forced fumble so far in 2013 ... Senior cornerback Alex Cameron has ten tackles and 
one of the two interceptions for the Cardinals ... Freshman Austin Jones has made an immediate impact on the Otterbein roster. The 
rookie linebacker has a team-best 14 tackles through two contests, and has amassed 2.5 tackles for losses amounting to eight yards 
... Alana Gaither made headlines last year. The junior placekicker earned her first varsity letter ash she was 3-4 in PAT's to become the 
first female to score points for the Otterbein football program. So far this year, she is 3-4 in extra points and has a 20-yard field goal to 
her credit... Ben Sizemore earned the starting quarterback job out of camp, and thus far the senior is 25-47 for 262 yards and three 
touchdowns. He has yet to throw an interception in 2013 ... Sophomore Jeremy McCoy has emerged as the top target for Sizemore. 
He has 13 of the team;'s 25 receptions for 160 yards and a touchdown ... Steven Carpenter, who had a 69-yard touchdown reception 
against JCU last year, has six catches for 70 yards and two touchdowns so far through two games this year.
About The Broadcast: Live coverage of the game is available at www.jcusports.com for an online webcast of the contest. The game 
can be heard live on WJCU-FM (88.7) as well as online at www.wjcu.org. This contest is also available through a video webcast at www. 
jcusports.com/live. Live stats are also available through the jcusports.com website, and can be accessed through many mobile devices.
News & Notes: John Carroll was picked in the preseason to finish fifth in the OAC by both the coaches and media, while Otterbein 
was picked to finish fourth in both polls ... John Carroll has not won its home opener at Don Shula Stadium since September 27, 2008 
- a 17-15 win over Heidelberg ... Over the last seven meetings between the Blue Streaks and the Cardinals, six have been decided by 
14 points or less, four have been decided by six points or less, and three have been settled in overtime ... According to the latest NCAA 
statistics, released Sept. 23, 2013, JCU is ranked first in the nation in total defense (145.0 ypg) and second in scoring defense (3.5 ppg). 
Offensively, the Blue Streaks are second in Division III in passing offense (471.5 ypg) and 16th in total offense (516.0 ypg).
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CATCHING UP 
WITH ...
TOMTELESCO
It is no secret that John Carroll graduates have made their mark in the National Football League.
"It's hard to imagine how many Carroll people there are" says Tom Telesco, in his first year as General Manager of the San Diego 
Chargers.
After a successful high school career at St. Francis in Buffalo, New York, Telesco was recruited by then defensive coordinator 
(and later head coach) Regis Scafe. He visited John Carroll and was impressed with the family atmosphere and resemblance to his 
hometown. It would become a perfect fit-fulfilling his desire to keep 
playing football and get a good education. He arrived on campus in 
the fall of 1991.
Telesco would play on teams that would record winning records 
in each of the seasons he played. As a wide receiver he would help 
the offense score an average of nearly 30 points a game and share 
a conference championship with Baldwin Wallace and Mt. Union in 
1994.
He especially remembers the season ending win over the Yellow 
Jackets on their home turf in Berea.
"The defense was outstanding" he recalls of the 9-0 victory that 
knocked BW from the ranks of the undefeated. In fact the final three 
games that year the Blue Streaks gave up a total of only 3 points to 
conclude a 9-1 season.
A major factor in the success of those Blue Streak teams was the 
quality of the coaching.
"The coaching staff at JCU was as good as anywhere. The tech­
niques and schemes were like those used by Division I teams" he recalled. Specifically noted were offensive coordinator Joe Perella 
and receivers coach (and current head coach of Case Western Reserve) Greg Debeljak who brought so much knowledge and leader­
ship to the program.
After graduating with a Business Management degree and having done summer internship work with the Buffalo Bills Telesco 
was able to secure a job with the expansion Carolina Panthers where he worked in many different departments. After three years he 
secured a job with the Indianapolis Colts as an area scout.
Following his time in the scouting department he became director of player personnel from 2006-2011 and then vice president 
of football operations.
In January of this year Telesco was selected to be the General Manager of the San Diego Chargers.
Aside from the fantastic weather he has found working in San Diego to be a great experience.
"Despite the long hours and hard work, there really is a family-like atmosphere and great people to work with he says.
He thinks his Division III background is actually beneficial and may help explain the number of John Carroll graduates in the NFL.
"In Division III, you have to love the game and have a passion for it. It really helps in coaching and the front office .
Joining Telesco this year with the Chargers as Director of College Scouting is Kevin Kelly who served as linebacker coach for the 
Blue Streaks in the 1994 season.
Telesco and his wife Larah have three children, daughter Elena and sons Thomas and Nicholas.
- Bryan Fritz
COACH TO CURE MD & JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL
Coach To Cure MD is a partnership between the American Football Coaches Associa- 
^ tion (AFCA), a professional organization for over 10,000 college football coaches and
staff, and Parent Project Muscular Dystrophy (PPMD), the largest national charity 
devoted exclusively to Duchenne muscular dystrophy. The Blue Streak Football coach- 
ing staff will be wearing Coach to Cure MD patches in support of R.J. Sullivan, son of 
'CUREiflD Suzanne Hoffman Sullivan '90.
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ON THIS DATE
IN JCU FOOTBALL HISTORY ...
SEPTEMBER 28,1940
Go Blue Streaks 
^ Onward On! ^
Adams ci Lynch
ASSOCIATES
INVESTMENT REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Representing owners and investors of commercial real estate.
Nick Soeder ’02 
Broker, Principal
(216)862-5616 
nsoeder@adamslynch.com 
www.adamslynch.com @adams_lynch
For most of its early history, the John Carroll football program was 
content playing teams in the Great Lakes region.
But during the 1939 season - one that resulted in the school's first 
Big Four championship -- the Blue Streaks played a team from the "deep 
south" for the first time. Arkansas A&M made the long trip up north, and 
John Carroll sent the team from Monticello packing with a 49-7 victory.
It would be an entirely different, and much more talented squad that 
made the trip up north in 1940.
Arkansas Tech, under the direction of one of its former standout 
players John Tucker, finished the 1939 season with an impressive record of 
7-0-2 and captured the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference title.
Even though the Wonder Boys had graduated its first All-American 
(and future World War II Victory ribbon recipient) Firman Bynum, expec­
tations were high for the team known by its unique nic name. ® y
quarterback Bill Beeson, Arkansas Tech was hoping to keep an unbeaten
streak against non-league opponents alive that date ac oa oss
to DePaul on November 23,1936_ ^
Coming off of an impressive 193y season wMc iQ>,n
7-1 record, the Blue Streaks had high expectations c.^pnik
season opener. With future JCU Hall of Famers Lou ' '
and Sam Marcus on the roster, and a mark of 11- - ove
years, head coach Tom Conley was hoping for more o n > h
With the troubling clouds of World War II looming over the United 
States, Americans yearned to distract themselves wit some mg o er 
than the threat of entering war. Fortunatdy, a fall Saturday 
night in Cleveland, Ohio was able to provide such a detrac­
tion, as 3,600 fans turned out to Shaw Stadium for the 1940 
season opener between these two talented football teams.
In what eventually turned out to be a defensive grid ock, 
the Blue Streaks were able to strike first as junior fullback 
Tony Yonto was able to score from short yardage, punching 
In the one-yard touchdown to put JCU up, 6-0. Junior kicker 
Steve Polachek converted the extra point, making the score 
7-0 in favor of JCU.
Later in the second quarter, the "Wonder Boys respond­
ed with a score of their own, but in a much more uncon­
ventional manner. After halfback Aubrey Fowler connected 
with quarterback John Weese via forward pass, Weese then 
lateraled the ball to end Eugene Keaton, who then covered 
44 yards of ground to score, cutting the deficit to 7-6.
However, the Wonder Boys failed to tie the game as they 
couldn't convert the kick, leaving the Blue Streaks with a nar­
row one-point lead.
Fortunately for JCU, that slim lead turned out to be just 
enough as a scoreless second half from both teams left the 
final score at 7-6 in favor of the host Blue Streaks.
In a game which featured more combined punts (19) 
than first downs (18), the Blue Streaks fell fortunate as the 
difference in the game ended up being a missed PAT.
The victory over the strong squad from Arkansas turned 
out to be one of the few highlights in the 1940 campaign for 
the Blue Streaks. John Carroll wound up with a record of 2-5, 
with the only other win a 21-7 triumph over Davis & Elkins in 
mid-November.
Zach Mentz
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JCU FOOTBALL SENIOR & 
CHEERLEADER PHOTOS
THE JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY SENIOR FOOTBALL PLAYERS
Kneeling: Michael Green, Branton Semplak, Jarrod Kilburn, Alex Kline, Truvonte Riley, DaQuan Grobsmith, Ryan Winchell, William O Brien, Paul 
Okeyo
Standing: AJ. Short, Breen Cullivan, Lino DeSapri, Chris Elliott, Robert Sason, Matt Feeney, Mitch Krotz, Nolan Bonham, Aramis Greenwood, Randy 
Greenwood, Mike Stewart
THE JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY CHEERLEADERS
Back Row: Sabrina Dolciato, Alexandra Kay, Jessica Escalante, Ashley Mysza, Emma Vangalio, Brooke Weber, Mariah Grau, Elizabeth Posney
Middle Row: Kelly Eliadis, Kelsi Karg, Savannah Peters, Sarah Hurrell, Chelsea Johnson, Sarah Brown, Kathryn Meyer
Front Row: Carey Carter, Lindsey Berdysz, Lauren Barton, Morgan Hartz, Lindsey Nuibe, Alexa Britton, Alyssa Peters, Sarah Eash
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JCU SPORTS
FALL SCHEDULES
FOOTBALL 912
* Otterbein
* Marietta
Westerville, OH
University Hts., OH
4:00 pm 
3:30 pm
Schedules on pages 31 and 32 15 * Mount Union University Hts., OH 7:00 pm
19 * Muskingum New Concord, OH 7:00 pm
VOLLEYBALL 23 * Baldwin-Wallace University Hts., OH 4:00 pm26 * Ohio Northern University Hts., OH 7:00 pmHead Coach: Laura Rodeffer 29 * Heidelberg Tiffin, OH 4:00 pm
AUGUST
31 Keystone
31 Scranton
Scranton, PA 
Scranton, PA
W, 3-0 
W,3-0
NOVEMBER
2 * Wilmington University Hts., OH 3:30 pm
SEPTEMBER
1 Sage Scranton, PA W,3-0
1 Mount Aloysius Scranton, PA W,3-0
4 Hiram Hiram, OH L, 2-3
6 Carnegie Mellon Cleveland, OH L, 2-3
7 Westminster (PA) Berea, OH W, 3-0
7 Buffalo State Berea. OH L, 1-3
10 Denison Granville, OH L, 0-3
13 Kalamazoo Alliance, OH W, 3-1
14 Bethany Alliance, OH L, 0-3
14 Alma Alliance, OH W, 3-0
17 Ohio Wesleyan Delaware, OH W, 3-1
20 Case Western Reserve Pittsburgh, PA W, 3-0
20 Farmingdale State Pittsburgh, PA W, 3-0
21 Carnegie Mellon Pittsburgh, PA W, 3-2
21 Geneva Pittsburgh, PA W, 3-0
28 * Otterbein University Hts., OH 1:00 pm
OCTOBER
5 * Capital University Hts., OH 1:00 pm
11 * Marietta Marietta, OH 7:00 pm
15 * Mount Union Alliance, OH 7:00 pm
18 * Muskingum University Hts., OH 7:00 pm
19 Wesley Frostburg, MD 4:00 pm
19 Frostburg State Frostburg, MD 6:00 pm
22 * Baldwin-Wallace Berea, OH 7:00 pm
26 * Ohio Northern Ada, OH 1:00 pm
29 * Heidelberg University Hts., OH 7:00 pm
NOVEMBER
2 * Wilmington Wilmington, OH 11:00 am
WOMEN'S SOCCER
Head Coach: Michael Marich 
AUGUST
31 Thomas More University Hts., OH L, 0-5
SEPTEMBER
4 Allegheny Meadville, PA L, 0-3
7 Hartwick Oneonta, NY T, 1-1
8 Oneonta State Oneonta, NY L, 1-5
11 Ohio Wesleyan Delaware, OH W, 1-0
14 Centre University Hts., OH W, 1-0
17 Hiram University Hts., OH W,2-l
21 Grove City Grove City, PA T, 1-1
25 Wooster Wooster, OH 4:30 pm
29 Case Western Reserve Cleveland, OH 1:00 pm
OCTOBER
5 * Capital Columbus, OH 4:30 pm
8 * Otterbein Westerville, OH 4:00 pm
12 ♦ Marietta University Hts., OH 1:00 pm
16 * Mount Union University Hts., OH 4:00 pm
19 * Muskingum New Concord, OH 12:00 pm
22 * Baldwin-Wallace University Hts., OH 7:00 pm
25 * Ohio Northern University Hts., OH 7:00 pm
30 * Heidelberg Tiffin, OH 4:00 pm
NOVEMBER
2 * Wilmington University Hts., OH 6:00 pm
Home matches in boldface All home games played at Don Shula Stadium
♦ - denotes Ohio Athletic Conference contest
Home matches in boldface All home events played at DeCarlo Varsity Center
denotes Ohio Athletic Conference contest MEN'S AND WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
MEN'S SOCCER
Head Coach: Hector Marinaro 
AUGUST
31 Thomas More
SEPTEMBER
7 Lynchburg
8 Roanoke
13 Hiram
19 Wooster
21 Fredonia State
25 Case Western Reserve 
28 Rochester (Ml)
OCTOBER
2 Geneva (PA)
5 * Capital
Head Coach: Dara Ford
AUGUST
31 Bill Sudeck Memorial (hosted by CWRU)
University Hts., OH W,2-l
Lynchburg, VA W,l-0
Lynchburg, VA L, 2-3
University Hts., OH W,3-2
University Hts., OH W,2-l
University Hts., OH W,4-0
Cleveland, OH 7:30 pm
Rochester Hills, Ml TBA
Beaver Falls, PA 7:00 pm
Columbus, OH 2:00 pm
SEPTEMBER
7 Rick Sayre Invitational (hosted by Walsh)
20 National Catholic Championship (hosted by Univ. of Notre Dame)
OCTOBER
4 All Ohio Championships (hosted by Cedarville)
19 Inter-Regional Rumble (hosted by Oberlin)
Titan Invitational (hosted by Univ. of Wisconsin-Oshkosh)
NOVEMBER
2 OAC Championships (hosted by Otterbein)
16 NCAA Great Lakes Regional Champis (hosted by Calvin - Ml)
23 NCAA Division III National Champs (hosted by Hanover - IN)
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JCU SPORTS 
WINTER SCHEDULES
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Head Coach: Kelly Morrone 
November
15 PSU Behrend Tip-Off Trn. Erie, PA 8:00 am
16 PSU Behrend Tip-Off Trn Erie, PA 8:00 am
December
1 Carnegie Melon University Hts., OH 2:00 pm
4 * Mount Union University Hts., OH 7:30 pm
7 * Ohio Northern Ada, OH 3:00 pm
11 * Heidelberg Tiffin, OH 7:30 pm
21 * Capital University Hts., OH 3:00 pm
30 Ohio Christian University Hts., OH 2:00 pm
January
4 * Muskingum University Hts., OH 3:00 pm
7 Medaille Buffalo, NY TBD
11 * Wilmington University Hts., OH 3:00 pm
15 * Baldwin Wallace Berea, OH 7:30 pm
18 * Marietta Marietta, OH 3:00 pm
22 * Otterbein University Hts., OH 7:30 pm
25 * Ohio Northern University Hts., OH 2:00 pm
29 * Mount Union Alliance, OH 7:30 pm
February
1 * Muskingum New Concord, OH 3:00 pm
5 * Heidelberg University Hts., OH 7:30 pm
8 * Capital Columbus, OH 3:00 pm
12 * Baldwin Wallace University Hts., OH 7:30 pm
15 * Wilmington Wilmington, OH 3:00 pm
19 * Otterbein Westerville, OH 7:30 pm
22 * Marietta University Hts., OH 3:00 pm
MEN'S BASKETBALL
Head Coach: Mike Moran 
November
15 Adrian Meadville, PA 2:00 pm
16 Alma Meadville, PA 2:00 pm
22 Johnson & Wales Buffalo, NY 6:00 pm
23 Buffalo State Buffalo, NY 4:00 pm
December
4 * Mount Union Alliance, OH 2:00 pm
7 * Ohio Northern University Hts., OH 3:00 pm
14 * Capital Columbus, OH 2:00 pm
21 Rose-Hulman Terre Haute, IN 2:00 pm
28 Howard Payne Memphis, TN 12:00 pm
29 Rhodes or Austin Memphis, TN 12:00/2:00 pm
January
4 * Muskingum New Concord, OH 3:00 pm
8 * Heidelberg University Hts., OH 7:00 pm
11 * Wilmington Wilmington, OH 3:00 pm
15 * Baldwin Wallace University Hts., OH 7:00 pm
18 * Marietta University Hts., OH 2:00 pm
22 * Otterbein Westerville,, OH 7:30 pm
25 * Ohio Northern Ada, OH 3:00 pm
29 * Mount Union University Hts., OH 7:30 pm
February
1 * Muskingum University Hts., OH 3:00 pm
5 * Heidelberg
8 * Capital
12 * Baldwin Wallace
15 * Wilmington
19 * Otterbein
22 * Marietta
Tiffin, OH
University Hts., OH 
Berea, OH
University Hts., OH 
University Hts., OH
Marietta, OH
7:30 pm
3:00 pm 
7:30 pm 
3:00 pm 
7:30 pm
3:00 pm
WRESTLING
Head Coach: Kerry Volkmann
November
9 Laker Open (Mercyhurst)
12 Case Reserve
23 Mount Union Duals
26 Cleveland State
Erie, PA
University Hts., OH
Alliance, OH
Cleveland, OH
9:00 am 
7:00 pm 
10:00 am 
7:00 pm
December
1 RIT Invitational
29-30 Florida Citrus
Rochester, NY
Fort Lauderdale, FL
9:30 am 
9:30 am
January
21 * Mount Union
28 * Ohio Northern
31 Willson Invitational
University Hts., OH
Ada, OH
Wheaton, IL
7:30 pm
7:30 pm 
10:00 am
February
I Willson Invitational
4 * Heidelberg
II * Muskingum
18 * Baldwin Wallace
Wheaton, IL
University Hts., OH
New Concord, OH 
University Hts., OH
10:00 am
7:30 pm 
7:30 pm 
7:30 pm
Home games/matches in boldface All home events played at DeCarlo Varsity Center
* - denotes Ohio Athletic Conference contest
SWIMMING AND DIVING
Head Coach: Mark Fino
October
26 * Ohio Northern Ada, OH 1:00 pm
November
2 Case Reserve
8 * Mount Union
9 TBA
16 * Defiance
Cleveland, OH 
University Hts., OH 
University Hts., OH 
Defiance, OH
1:00 pm
6:00 pm 
1:00 pm
1:00 pm
December
7-8 Transylvania Invitational Lexington, KY 9:30 am
January
1 Wells
17 * Wilmington
18 Oberlin
24 Hiram
25 * Baldwin Wallace
Cocoa Beach, FL 
Wilmington, OH
University Hts., OH 
Hiram, OH
University Hts., OH
TBA 
6:00 pm
1:00 pm 
6:00 pm 
1:00 pm
February
13-15 OAC Championships
22 Kenyon Invitational
Akron, OH
Gambier, OH
11:00 am 
2:00 pm
Home meets in boldface All home meets staged at Johnson Natatorium
* - denotes Ohio Athletic Conference contest
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ABOUT THE
OHIO ATHLETIC CONFERENCE
^ ^OHta ATHLETIC
cats/tF£Ret\icm
In all of college athletics, only three conferences are over 100 years old. Only three leagues had the vision and foresight to be organized 
before the NCAA itself came into existence. The Ohio Athletic Conference (OAC) is one of those three.
It began in 1902 with the major focus on the welfare of the student-athlete. One hundred years later, that focus has never wavered.
And while maintaining the priority that ''student" always comes before "athlete," the OAC charges 
into its next century on the heels of another banner year athletically.
The OAC is predated only by the Michigan Intercollegiate Athletic Association (1888) and the Big 
Ten (1895). The Conference is older than the Rose Bowl, the World Series and has survived two world 
wars, the Great Depression, the Korean War and the Vietnam Conflict. From a modest beginning of 
six charter members in 1902, the OAC grew to as many as 23 members in the mid-1920s.
Through the years a total of 31 colleges and universities at one time or another have been 
members of the OAC.
Currently the Conference consists of 10 members, including Baldwin-Wallace College, Capital 
University, Heidelberg University, John Carroll University, Marietta College, University of Mount 
Union, Muskingum University, Ohio Northern University, Otterbein University and Wilmington College.
In the OAC's first year of existence, 1902, the first Conference champion was crowned — Case Tech won the football title with a 5-0-0 
record. Outdoor track was added a year later and a third sport, cross country, became a Conference sport in 1914. More sports were 
steadily added to the OAC's repertoire throughout the years, culminating with the addition of women's sports in 1984. The Conference 
currently sponsors championships in 21 sports, 11 men's and 10 women's.
The enrollments at the 10 OAC institutions range from 1,100 to 4,500. All of the schools were founded in the 19th century and have 
long and outstanding academic reputations. While maintaining these high academic standards, Ohio Athletic Conference athletic teams 
and athletes have consistently enjoyed a great deal of success on a regional and national level. The athletic competition is viewed not 
as an end in itself, but as an extension of the educational programs.
CURRENT OAC FOOTBALL STANDINGS (AS OF SEPTEMBER 27, 2013)
GP Record Win Pet GP Record Win Pet
John Carroll 1 1-0-0 1.000 2 2-0-0 1.000
Heidelberg 1 1-0-0 1.000 2 2-0-0 1.000
Mount Union 1 1-0-0 1.000 2 2-0-0 1.000
Capital 1 1-0-0 1.000 2 1-1-0 0.500
Otterbein 1 1-0-0 1.000 2 1-1-0 0.500
Baldwin Wallace 1 0-1-0 0.000 2 1-1-0 0.500
Ohio Northern 1 0-1-0 0.000 2 1-1-0 0.500
Marietta 1 0-1-0 0.000 2 0-2-0 0.000
Muskingum 1 0-1-0 0.000 2 0-2-0 0.000
Wilmington 1 0-1-0 0.000 2 0-2-0 0.000
JCU'S ALL-TIME FIRST TEAM ALL-OAC SELECTIONS & SPECIAL AWARD WINNERS
1989: Pat Murphy (G), Shawn Robertson (C), Larry Wanke (QB), Brian Cochran (NG), Joe Behm (LB), 
Dave Rastoka (LB), Jim Mitchell (SS); Bill Edwards Award (Outstanding Linebacker) - Dave Rastoka
1990: Hank Durica (SE), Rich Nowak (TE), Mike Corte (OT), Willie Beers (RB), Keith Farber (FS), 
Ryan Haley (P)
1991: Willie Beers (TB), Joe Potts (C), Greg Wargo (OG), Jim Flynn (DT)
1992: Willie Beers (RB), Ron Zawadzki (OG), Ed Ash (DT), Chris Campbell (LB), Tony Fasanella (LB), 
Mike Kadlub (SS)
1993: Greg Zawadzki (OG), Ryan Haley (P)
1994: Matt Alix (OG), Brian Ash (TE), Jason Goldberg (PK), P. J. Insana (QB), Sean Williams (SE), 
Ryan Haley (P), Matta Warnement (NG); Mike Gregory Award (Outstanding Off. Back) - P. J. Insana; 
Ed Sherman Award (Outstanding Receiver) - Sean Williams
PJ. Insana
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1995. Chris Anderson (LB), Dan Bansley (SS), Carmen llacqua (RB), Scott O'Donnell (DE) Jim 
Rosko (OT)
1996: Jon Aleric (C), Chris Anderson (LB), London Fletcher (LB), Carmen llacqua (RB) Scott 
0 Donnell (DE), Scott Youmell (FS); Bill Edwards Award (Outstanding Linebacker) - Chris Ander­
son; Paul Hoernemann Award (Outstanding Def. Lineman) - Scott O'Donnell
1997: Mark DiDonato (OT), Douglas Moore (DT), London Fletcher (LB), Ed Griffith (CB) Josh 
Schneider (P), David Ziegler (Spec. Tms.); Bill Edwards Award (Outstanding Linebacker) - London 
Fletcher
1998: Justin Fults (OG), Douglas Moore (DT), Tom Rini (FS), Mike Ten Brink (RB), David Vitatoe 
(PK), David Ziegler (Spec. Tms.), Brian Zielaskiewicz (LB)
1999: Brian Considine (NG), Tom Rini (FS), David Ziegler (Spec. Tms.), Brian Zielaskiewicz (LB)
2000: Bryan Fialkowski (OT), Larry Holmes (WR), John Pellegrini (LB), Jesse Ackerman (DE)
2001: Tom Arth (QB), Tim Bellettiere (OG), John Clark (WR), Mike Mystic (FS)
2002: Tom Arth (QB), Chris Cubero (LB), Joe Indriolo (DE), Jeff Lerner (WR), Matt Payne (OT)- 
Mike Gregory Award (Outstanding Off. Lineman) - Matt Payne; Ed Sherman Award (Outstanding 
Receiver) - Jeff Lerner; Bill Edwards Award (Outstanding Linebacker) - Chris Cubero
Michael Nettling
2003: Joe Indriolo (DE), Sonny Fanelli (Spec. Tms.), Antoine Dunklin (WR), Aaron Taylor (OG)
2004: Victor DeBoer (OT), Joe Motley (LB), McPatrick Coyne (DE), Scott Greenberg (FS); Mike 
Gregory Award (Outstanding Off. Lineman) - Victor DeBoer
2005: Doug Phillips (QB) Mike Gregory Award (Outstanding Off. Back) - Doug Phillips 
2006: Joseph Konrad (WR), Manny Andreoulakis (DE), Carlo Melaragno (DB)
2007: Ken Bevington (DE)
2008: Jeff Javorek (P), Carlo Melaragno (DB), Michael Nettling (LB), Lee Tressel Award (Out­
standing Defensive Back) - Carlo Melaragno; Gene Slaughter Award (Outstanding Linebacker)
- Michael Nettling
2009: Frank Ross (WR), Karl Roshong (P)
2010: Phil Bokovitz (OL), Karl Roshong (P)
2011: Devin O'Brien (QB), Devin Martin (OL), Bob Packard Award (Outstanding Offensive Back)
- Devin O'Brien
2012: Lane Robilotto (WR), Kevin Cope (LB); Ed Sherman Award (Most Outstanding Reciever)
- Lane Robilotto (WR)
Lam Robilotto
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# NAME POS HT WT YR HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
32 Tyler Baker OLB 6-2 183 Fr. Upper Sandusky, OH / Upper Sandusky
57 Travis Bates DL 6-0 230 Jr. Yellow Springs, OH / Fairborn
85 Joey Batey DL 5-11 200 So. McArthur, OH / Vinton County
15 Kyle Beck WR 6-2 185 Sr. Marion, OH / Pleasant
86 Cole Benner WR 5-11 165 Jr. Heath, OH / Heath
51 Evan Bergenstein DE 6-0 230 Jr. Gahanna, OH / Gahanna Lincoln
30 Josh Bichsel DB 5-8 170 So. New Philadelphia, OH / New Philadelphia
7 Jordan Bonifas DB 6-0 195 Jr. Dublin, OH / Dublin Jerome
39 Josh Boros DB 5-8 170 So. Middleburg Heights, OH / Midpark
87 Christian Brett WR 6-0 180 Fr. Lewis Center, OH / Olentangy
1 Will Brett DB 5-11 185 Fr. Lewis Center, OH / Olentangy
Drew Buchanan WR 5-11 160 Fr. Newark, OH / Newark Catholic
89 Chris Butcher WR 6-1 178 So. Columbus, OH / Westland
26 Alex Cameron CB 5-9 165 Sr. Worthington, OH / Worthington Kilbourne
4 Steven Carpenter WR 5-8 140 Sr. Dublin, OH/ Dublin Coffman
Steven Carpenter S 6-1 187 Fr. Granville, OH / Granville
75 Justin Christoff OL 6-3 250 So. Bowling Green, OH / Bowling Green
Patrick Cleary OLB 6-2 195 So. Pickerington, OH / Pickerington North
Steve Cl urn DL 6-3 215 Fr. Pataskala, OH / Licking Heights
44 Pat Coleman DL 5-11 220 Sr. Westerville, OH / Westerville South
37 Ty Compton FS 5-10 165 Jr. Granville, OH / Granville
65 Zach Cradduck OL 5-11 250 So. Columbus, OH / Columbus West
74 Dakota Crawford OG 6-2 290 Fr. Johnstown, OH / Johnstown Monroe
38 Miles Crawley LB 5-11 209 So. Cincinnati, OH / Walnut Hills
72 Christopher Crum OT 6-5 280 Fr. New Albany, OH / New Albany
Taylor Curtiss QB/WR 5-9 170 Fr. Columbus, OH / Licking Heights
94 Dominic Davie DT 6-1 295 Fr. Greenwich, OH / South Central
86 Anthony Davis WR 5-11 180 Fr. Columbus, OH / Dublin Scioto
10 Brick Davis QB 6-3 185 Jr. Chillicothe, OH / Unioto
43 Chester Deaton LB 5-9 235 Jr. Kettering, OH / Fairmont
67 Austin Dickson OG 6-0 260 Fr. New Lexington, OH/ Fairfield Chrlsitan Academy
Kenny Duff Jr. DB 5-10 180 Fr. Germantown, OH / Valley View
Joey Dunn OLB 5-11 185 Fr. Fredericktown, OH / Fredericktown
90 Luke Edmonds DE 5-11 210 Fr. Delaware, OH / Buckeye Valley
6 Drew Ervin RB 6-0 230 So. Jackson, OH / Jackson
52 Derrick Eshelman OL 6-4 320 Jr. Trenton, Ml / Central
58 Joey Fields OL 6-0 305 Fr. Grove City, OH / Grove City
41 Tony Foreman LB 6-0 170 So. New Lexington, OH / New Lexington
99 Ryne Frankenbery DE 6-0 235 Fr. Upper Arlington, OH / Upper Arlington
2 Brice Frentzel WR 5-10 165 Sr. Gahanna, OH / Gahanna Lincoln
Justin Fryman WR 5-11 150 Fr. Carlisle, OH/Carlisle
25 Alana Gaither K 5-5 128 Jr. Akron, OH / Akron Firestone
14 Nick Ganus K 6-0 155 Jr. Chillicothe, OH / Zane Trace
Steele Gaumer S 5-9 180 Fr. Zanesville, OH / Zanesville
55 Josh Gebelle OL 6-2 295 Jr. Huron, OH / Edison
Michael Gib RB 5-11 193 Fr. Olmsted Fall, OH / Olmsted Falls
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Jacob Gigliotti CB
Jordan Goble WR
1 Cody Green RB
Kevan Green QB
68 Tyler Green Dl
19 Michael Greenwall OLB
5 Zack Grieves DL
Francisco Guajardo OLB
20 Zachary Guillozet DB
47 Zach Hamilton LB
8 Tyler Hammond RB
Luke Hassenpflug PK
59 Justin Henry OT
27 Reid Hutchinson RB
Joe lafelice OLB
49 Dalton Jarvis FB
42 Austin Jones ILB
Turner Jones Wr
32 Jordan Keaton DB/P
22 Chad Keith DB
21 Jaylin Kennedy S
80 Travis Laird WR
50 Lance Langel OL
36 Dustin Leber TE
92 Ryan Lewis DT
34 Jalen Liggins RB
16 Thomas Linder QB
Joey Longhino QB
12 Connor Lucas WR
Tyler Lucas ILB
48 Caleb Martin DB
William McCollister QB
17 Jeremy McCoy WR
60 Jobie McCoy C
83 Chad McCray TE
7 Dustin McFadden DB
3 Wes McKeever LB
87 Kris Michael WR
70 Ryan Mickle OL
8 Eric Mitchell LB
29 Ryan Moore FS
46 Aaron Myers LB
24 Troy Netter DB
96 Logan Noble DL
66 Grant Noppenberger OL
HT yn YR
6-0 162 Fr.
5-10 135 Fr.
5-11 180 Sr.
6-1 195 So.
6-0 310 Jr.
6-1 190 Jr.
6-2 230 Sr.
5-11 180 Fr.
6-1 180 Jr.
5-9 185 Jr.
5-7 168 Jr.
5-11 151 So.
6-3 260 Fr.
5-11 207 Fr.
6-1 210 Fr.
6-0 220 Fr.
5-9 210 Fr.
5-7 140 Fr.
5-8 160 So.
5-11 150 Jr.
5-10 190 Sr.
5-10 170 Jr.
6-0 245 Jr.
6-3 200 So.
6-1 260 Fr.
5-10 165 So.
6-4 205 Sr.
6-0 188 Fr.
5-3 146 So.
6-0 230 Fr.
6-0 180 So.
6-5 220 Fr.
6-1 186 So.
5-10 307 Fr.
6-2 205 So.
5-7 145 So.
6-1 190 Sr.
5-8 160 Fr.
6-0 285 So.
5-10 225 Sr.
5-8 170 JR.
5-10 200 So.
5-9 175 Sr.
6-0 245 So.
6-1 271 So.
_____________HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
New Albany, OH / New Albany 
Greenfield, OH / McClain 
Columbus, OH / Northland 
Delaware, OH / Buckeye Valley 
Sugar Grove, OH / Berne Union 
Monroe Falls, OH / Stow-Monroe Falls 
Huron, OH / Huron 
Painesville, OH / Thomas W. Harvey 
Greenville, OH / Greenville 
Richwood, OH / North Union 
Pickerington, OH / Pickerington Central 
Westerville, OH / Westerville South 
Ontario, OH / Ontario 
Chillicothe, OH/Adena 
Mentor, OH /Mentor 
Bellevue, OH / Bellevue 
Dresden, OH/Tri-Valley 
Olmsted Falls, OH / Olmsted Falls 
Grove City, OH / Central Crossing 
Quincy, OH / Riverside 
Portsmouth, OH /Portsmouth 
Magnetic Springs, OH / North Union 
Reyondsburg,OH/ North Union 
Norwalk,OH/Norwalk 
Rushville,OH/ New Lexington 
Westerville,OH/ Westerville Central 
Tallmadge,OH/ Tallmadge 
Powell,OH/Olentangy Liberty 
Grove City,OH/ Grove City 
Olmsted Falls,OH/ Olmsted Falls 
Cardington,OH/ Cardington Lincoln 
lronton,OH/Rock Hill 
Columbus,OH/ Marion-Franklin 
Westerville,OH/ Westerville Central 
Gailon,OH/ Gallon 
New Holland,OH/ Miami Trace 
New Albany,OH/New Albany 
Dresden,OH/ Tri-Valley 
Frankfort,OH/ Adena 
Nashport,OH/ Licking Valley 
Grove City,OH/ Bishop Ready 
Bellefontaine,OH/ Benjamin Logan 
'Chillicothe,OH/Chillicothe 
Washington Court House,OH/ Maimi Trace 
Dublin,OH/ Dublin Scioto
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23 Preston Pearson LB
Kyle Pisano WR
Richard Price WR
35 John Pyles RB
Tyler Riley LB
18 Derik Rudolph RB
28 Victor Scarpelli OLB
53 Dakota Schwan ILB
93 Adam Scott DT
45 Pat Seesholtz DE
98 Daniel Sensabaugh DE
Jordan Shell CB
31 Brandon Shirley RB
71 David Shupp OL
9 Ben Sizemore QB
13 Jacob Stewart QB
Peter Svigel OLB
91 Chuck Thacker DL
15 Ryan Thombs QB
81 Aaron Thompson WR
Trent Tobias WR
61 Nicholas Toledo ILB
82 Cary Usher WR
88 John Vincent TE
11 TJ. Washington CB
Anthony Wene WR/PK
Zachary Wilson TE
62 Robert Wining ILB
64 Jarded Withers OL
84 Bryson Wray TE
33 Keenan Wright LB
54 Tevyn Young DE
77 Michael Zaky OL
21 Skylar Zeller WR
40 Ben Zirzow LB
HT WT YR
5-10 200 Jr.
6-2 190 So.
6-0 170 So.
5-7 190 So.
5-9 205 Fr.
5-5 155 Jr.
6-1 200 Jr.
5-10 230 Jr.
6-1 311 So.
6-3 235 Sr.
6-2 210 Fr.
5-10 165 So.
5-5 158 So.
6-0 296 Fr.
6-3 188 Sr.
6-2 190 Jr.
6-0 205 Fr.
5-10 245 Jr.
6-1 225 Jr.
5-11 170 So.
5-10 180 Fr.
5-10 215 Fr.
5-11 175 Jr.
6-2 205 So.
5-8 150 Sr.
5-10 160 Fr.
6-2 200 Fr.
6-0 225 So.
6-2 250 Fr.
6-3 226 Fr.
5-8 220 Jr.
6-1 240 Jr.
6-0 300 Fr.
6-1 152 Fr.
5-9 200 So.
_____________ HOMETOWN/HIGH SCHOOL
Columbus,OH /The Columbus Academy 
Huron, OH/Huron 
Marion, OH/ Ridgedale 
Grove City, OH/ Franklin Heights 
Greenfield, OH/Washington 
Columbus, OH/ Eastmoor Academy 
Kettering, OH/ Fairmont 
Monroeville, OH/Monroeville 
Cleveland, OH/ Villa Angela-St. Joseph 
Bremen, OH/Fairfield Union 
Dresden, OH/Tri-Valley 
Crestline, OH/Colone Crawford 
Gahanna, OH/Gahanna Lincoln 
Painsville, OH/Thomas W. Harvey 
Franklin,OH/Franklin 
Covington, OH / Convington 
Willoughby, OH / Willoughby South 
Whitehall, OH / Whitehall-Yearling 
Gainesville, FL/ P.K. Yonge Research School 
Marion, OH / Ridgeville 
Covington, OH / Convington 
Canal Winchester, OH / Canal Winchester 
Mantua, OH / Crestwood 
Lakewood, OH / Lakewood 
Cincinnati, OH / Purcell Marian 
Lebanon, OH / Lebanon 
Newark DE / Glasgow 
Youngstown, OH / Boardman 
Canton, OH /GlenOak 
Powell, OH / Olentangy Liberty 
Painesvill, OH / Thomas W. Harvey 
Peynoldsburg, OH / Licking Heights 
Blacklick, OH / Licking Heights 
Circleville, OH / Logan Elm 
Lucas, OH / Lucas
Head Coach: Tim Doup
Assistant Coaches: Allan Moore (Defensive Coordinator/Defensive Line), Dan Damico (Passing Game Coordinator/Quarterbacks), 
Pete Davila (Defensive Backs/Special Teams), Joshua Price (Offensive Quality Control), David Smith (Running Backs), John Staten 
(Defensive Line), Matt Pierce (Offensive Line)
Graduate Assistants: Ethan Wetzel (Inside Linebackers), Romie Graham (Wide Receivers), Aaron Kingcade (Wide Receivers), Anthony 
Korpieski (Outside Linebackers)
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John Carroll has extended its reach beyond 
the borders of collegiate football. The Jesuit 
University of Cleveland is making a name for 
itself in the National Football League.
Former Blue Streak linebacker London 
Fletcher continues to make a name for him­
self in the NFL, completing his 15th season in 
the league and his sixth with the Washington 
Redskins.
In 2012, a year in which he was named to 
his third Pro Bowl, Fletcher received the Bart 
Starr Award, given annually to the NFL player 
who best exemplifies leadership and outstand­
ing character in the home, on the field and in 
the community.
As the starting middle linebacker for the St.
Louis Rams, Fletcher appeared in two Super 
Bowls. He posted a team-high nine tackles in 
a thrilling 23-16 victory over the Tennessee 
Titans in Super Bowl XXXIV.
He also made five tackles in the Rams 20-17 loss to New Eng­
land in Super Bowl XXXVI.
Fletcher was a three-year letterwinner for the Blue Streaks 
(1995-97). He was a first team All-American selection in 1996 
and 1997, as well as Football Gazette's Division ill Linebacker 
of the Year in 1997. That year, Fletcher set a school record for 
tackles in a season with 202.
When Fletcher took to the field for Super Bowl XXIV, he 
became the first John Carroll alumnus to play in an NFL champi­
onship game in 40 years. The last Blue Streak to do so was Carl 
Taseff, class of 1951, who played on the Baltimore Colts' back-to- 
back NFL Championship teams in 1958 and 1959.
Fletcher is part of a distinguished list of Blue Streaks who 
have performed in regular season pro competition.
Graham Armstrong (class of 1941) played for the Cleveland 
Rams of the NFL in 1941 and 1945 (NFL champions that year), 
and the Buffalo Bills of the AAFC in 1946-47. He played in 36 
games over four years, playing a variety of positions including 
placekicker. He made 23 of his 27 extra points during his four- 
year pro career.
Ed Ecker (class of 1944) began his career with the Chicago 
Bears in 1947, then played for the Chicago Rockets of the AAFC 
in 1948. After a year off in 1949, Ecker played with the Green 
Bay Packers in 1950-51 before concluding his career with the 
Washington Redskins in 1952.
Tom Lahey (class of 1941) had a brief stint with the Chicago 
Rockets of the AAFC in 1946 and 1947, playing end.
Burrell Shields (class of 1952) also played two seasons in the 
NFL as a back, hooking on with the Pittsburgh Steelers in 1954 
and the Baltimore Colts in 1955.
Don Shula (class of 1951) had a much bigger impact as a head 
coach in the NFL, but his career as a player spanned seven sea­
sons. He started with the Cleveland Browns in 1951-52, moved 
to the Baltimore Colts in 1953-56, and concluded with Washing­
ton in 1957.
Gene Stringer (class of 1925) played for the original Cleveland 
Bulldogs in 1925. Stringer was listed as playing five positions: 
halfback, fullback, tackle, quarterback, and end.
Carl Taseff (class of 1951) had the most successful career in 
the pro ranks of any Blue Streak up to this point. Originally a 
halfback, Taseff made his name as a defensive back. He made 
20 interceptions over 11 pro seasons, starting with the Cleveland 
Browns in 1951. From 1953-61 he played with the powerhouse 
Baltimore Colts. He wound up his career by playing with the 
Philadelphia Eagles in 1961 and Buffalo of the AFL in 1962.
Taseff's banner season was 1958, when he made seven 
interceptions for the storied NFL champion Colts. He played and 
started in the legendary 1958 NFL championship game when the 
Colts edged the New York Giants in overtime.
In more recent years, quarterbacks from John Carroll have 
received NFL and CFL attention. Larry Wanke (class of 1992) was 
a 1991 draft choice for the New York Giants. P.J. Insana (class 
of 1995) signing a free agent contract with the British Columbia 
Lions of the Canadian Football League in 1995.
Tom Arth (class of 2003) spent two seasons with the Indianap­
olis Colts as well as two spring seasons in NFL Europe with teams 
in Scotland and Germany. He also played one year in the Arena 
Football League with the Grand Rapids Rampage. John Carroll's 
impact in the NFL is not limited to players. Three JCU graduates 
- Taseff, Gary Stevens, and Sil Cornachione - served at one time 
or another on Shula's staff with the Dolphins.
Another JCU grad, Dick Walker, was a member of the Pitts­
burgh Steelers staff that won back-to-back Super Bowls in 1978 
and 1979. He also was part of Woody Hayes' staff at Ohio State 
from 1969 to 1976, appearing in five Rose Bowls and one Orange
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Bowl. He was inducted into the JCU Hall of Fame 
in 2006.
Chuck Briefer, a 1962 graduate of John Car- 
roll, spent four decades as a college and profes­
sional coach. He was renowned as a special teams 
coach, sending several of his charges to the Pro 
Bowl. Included in his resume are a collegiate 
championship as a member of Georgia Tech's staff 
in 1990, and a Super Bowl XXIX appearance with 
San Diego Chargers.
Nick Caserio and Josh McDaniels, both of 
whom played for JCU in the late 1990's, were part 
of three Super Bowl wins and four Super Bowl ap­
pearances with New England Patriots.
Caserio has remained with the Patriots, oc­
cupying the top spot in the personnel department 
as Director of Player Personnel. McDaniels is back 
with the Patriots as offensive coordinator after 
spending time as a head coach with the Denver 
Broncos.
Frank Ross (class of 2010)was a member of 
the New England Patriots scouting department for two seasons 
before joining the JCU coaching staff. The door swung the other 
way for Jerry Schuplinski (class of 2000), who left the John Carroll 
staff in February of 2013 to join the Patriots.
Another NFL team also has a John Carroll grad as its "OC", 
as Greg Roman (class of 1995) holds that position with the San 
Francisco 49ers. Roman helped lead his 49ers to an appearance 
in Super Bowl XLVIl against the Baltimore Ravens this past Febru­
ary.
Three former Blue Streaks were employed by the Super 
Bowl XLI champion Indianapolis Colts at the time of their win 
in administrative roles - Chris Polian, Tom Telesco, and David 
Caldwell.
Since that victory in Super Bowl XLI, all three have moved 
on to new positions. Telesco is the General Manager of the San 
Diego Chargers, while Caldwell is the General Manager of the 
Jacksonville Jaguars. Polian has joined Caldwell in Jacksonville 
and holds the title of Director of Pro Personnel.
After many years in the college ranks, which in­
cluded a Division III national title at Allegheny College 
as head coach and Rose Bowl appearances at the Uni­
versity of Iowa as offensive coordinator, Ken O'Keefe 
(class of 1975) will begin his second season as receivers 
coach for the Miami Dolphins.
Ben Milsom (class of 2001) has also risen in the 
ranks of an NFL organization, as he is now Director 
of Sales for the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, while David 
Ziegler (class of 2000) is a pro scout for the Denver 
Broncos.
Completing this list of Blue Streaks in the Pros is Pat 
Moriarty of the reigning Super Bowl champion Balti­
more Ravens.
The team's Vice President for Football Administra­
tion first earned a bachelor's degree in industrial man­
agement from Georgia Tech, where he was a three-year 
starter as a running back. He then earned his master's 
degree in business administration from John Carroll 
University in 1993. A graduate of Cleveland's Bene­
dictine High, he first joined the NFL as the Cleveland 
Browns' Director of Business Operations in 1994.
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What is the Blue Gold Club?
The mission of the Blue Gold Club is to promote, support and rec­
ognize varsity athletics at John Carroll University. Established in 
1982, the Blue Gold Club raises much needed funds that supple­
ment the annual operating costs of the Department of Athlet­
ics. We also seek to engage alumni athletes, and all John Carroll 
alumni through sporting events, the annual Hall of Fame dinner 
and social outings and receptions.
How does Blue Gold Club Membership Help?
Your gift to the Blue Gold Club provides John Carroll Student athletes access to state-of-the art facilities and equipment necessary to 
compete at a consistently high level. You help enhance the John Carrolll University experience for all our student athletes.
Recent Blue Gold Club Enhancements & Programs
• Enabled the construction and recent renovation of Herb Eisele Blue Gold Room overling the Tony DeCarlo Varsity Center which is 
used for alumni gatherings, recruiting future Blue Streaks and numerous other Department of Athletics functions.
• Contribued funding for the renovation of the David R. Meuse Wrestling Room.
• Supports alumni and senior dinner receptions for sports teams; as well as Hall of Fame and All American recognition display cases.
• Provides funding for supplemental needs for varsity teams such as timing systems, video cameras, uniforms and practice equip­
ment.
Who joins the Blue Gold Club?
Alumni, parents, friends and boosters...anyone interested in becoming a part of and contributing to the continuation of John Carroll's 
successful athletic tradition.
There are six different levels at which to give, each with a benefits package that increases with the donation amount: Blue Gold ($50- 
$99), Head Coach ($100-$249), Athletic Director {$250-$499), Herb Eisele ($500-$999), All-American ($1000-$2499) and Hall of Fame 
($2500+).
The following is a list of all Blue Gold members who donated at least $100 during the 2012-2013 school year.
Hall of Fame Level 
$2500+
Anthony Ferrante '53 
Josh Kaufman '97
All-American Level 
$1000-2499
George Sample '02 
The Lubrizol Foundation 
William Bergen '87 
Michael Cleary '56 
Michael Donegan 
Robert E. Heltzel Jr. 
Harold Hawk '81 
Lakefront Lines, Inc. 
Charles Rini
Herb Eisele Level 
$500-999
American Ring & Tool Co. 
Erin Biehle '99 
Michael Bogdan '01
Russell Corwin 
Kevin Joyce '93 
L. Thomas Marchlen 
Laurie Massa 
David McKamish 
Angus McPhie '64 
William Mithcel '71 
Thomas Moran '57 
Joseph Nunney '66 
Brian Polomsky '00 
J. Gordon Priemer '64 
Kevin Schaffner '81 
Christopher Snyder 
Anthony Vespoli '81 
William White '77 
Anthony Yonto '42
Athletic Director Level 
$250-499
Mary Ann Corrigan-Davis '75 
Robert Koch 
Thomas Larkin '91 
Stephen Prelock '90 
Battelle
Nazmi Bahhur 
Joseph Bigler '97 
Eric Biro '03 
Francis Castelli '73 
John Cifelli 
John Corrigan (2)
John Daly '67 
Kevin Day 
Joseph DeRosa '79 
GCA Services Group 
Genworth Foundation 
Edward Hatgas '74 
Michael Hogue '88 
P.J. Insana '95 
John V. Huetsche Co., LPA 
Robert Kraft '00 
Jeffery La Porte '80 
Robert Latsko 
Mark McCarthy 
Michael McGarry '88 
Glenn Meden '76 
Gary Naim '90 
Nationwide Foundation 
David Nichting '60 
Michael Pappas '79
John Parsons '69 
Mark Perko
RAV Financial Services LLC 
Reinhardt's Agency, Inc. 
Richmond Eric '02 
John Schubert 
Gerald Schweickert '60 
Sally Veltri 
James Weir '78 
Daniel Wolf '87
Head Coach Level 
$100-249
William Badke '69 
Alan Baucco '76 
Jeff Crain 
John Crilly '62 
Richard Mackessy '79 
John O'Brien '76 
Lawrence Singer 
Santino Fanelli 
Bryan Fialkowski '01 
William Frett '54 
James Gaydosh
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John Malinky 71 James Crowley William Jenkins Gerald O'Malley '62
Henry Stiene '81 Joseph Curry '89 Matthew Johlie '90 Gregory O'Rourke
John Streb '69 Thomas Dannemiller '52 Christine Kaminsky '91 John O'Rourke '99
Michael Taylor '91 Francis Dempsey '60 Timothy Kapela Thomas Parker '63
Carol Rouch (5) Philip Devereaux '78 Michael Kasper William Patterson '91
Joseph Dory '55 Robert Dunford '78 J. Patrick Keenan '57 Darren Perusek '97
Leland Hall '59 William Durkin '85 Lawrence Kelley '36 John Pisco
Peter Mancuso '92 Michael Dzurilla '51 Maxwell Kennedy Jeffrey Potter
Bruce McDiarmid Eric Edelman '88 Patrick Kennedy '83 Gregory Preisel '96
PLR, Inc. Patrick Emrich '70 Key Bank Foundation Chuck Priefer '63
James Trausch '73 Peter Engoglia '90 Alex Kline Gary Priestap
Nicholas Wymer '02 Richard Eriksen Richard Koblin '61 Fred Recko
Shawn Robertson '90 Ryan Eskridge '98 David Konsler George Richardson
James Fink '05 Robert Faught '70 John Lavelle '58 Robert Salata
Gilbert Kenehan '60 Kevin Fazio '94 Edward Lefko Paul Saluan '88
Lawrence Arthur Christopher Feczko '88 Beth Litten '03 Dennis Schirripa '70
Theodore Arvanitis '57 Edward Fitzgibbons Linda Maddern Gregory Schneider '85
Ara Bagdasarian '78 Bryan Fritz '75 Jeffrey Magavern Janis Schriner
David Baumgartner '84 John Fusciello '58 Robert Maier John Seifert
Harry Bertrand William Garcia Stuart Mapes Steven Shamrock '89
Carla Boccio James Gentile Thomas Marchioni Lisa Shamrock '89
Thomas Bodle '74 Charles Grebenc '71 Marks Law Offices, L.L.C. Joseph Skevington '70
Sylwester Boryka R. Mark Gritz Martin E. Mohler Attorney At Law Shawn Smith
Nicole Brainard '97 Robert Hager '84 James Mason '60 Luke Smrdel '81
Linda Bridges Michael Hardy '69 Stephen Mehalik '95 Charles St. John '58
Donald Brown '70 Jack Hearns '61 William Menzalora '89 Michael Steinmetz
Michael Buckiso Marianne Hendrickson Lori Mertes '89 James Sullivan '68
John Burley '93 Patrick Hennessey Shane Mignogna '99 The Northern Trust Company
Michael Bushi '68 James Herak '65 Leo Miller '87 Ronald Timpanaro '64
Rick Carbone '69 Michael Herald '64 Gary Minjock Brian Unk '96
James Carrabine '78 Elena Hess '05 Rebecca Misencik '01 David Urdzik
Daniel Carroll '72 Michael Hill '01 Walter Mueller '64 Keith Waldron
Michael Charobee '00 Robert Hoag Michael Murphy '89 David Walter
Paul Colavicenzo '82 Mark Hobbs Catherine Myers '05 William Ward '69
Miles Colley Jon Hoellein '00 Michael Mystic '02 Matthew Warnement '94
Michael Collica '89 Thomas Hoener Jerome Nairne Joseph Weber
Jeffery Combs Robert Holtwick '58 Gery Nietupski '81 Michael Weigand '64
Michael Comerford James Hopkinson '82 Robert Nix '58 John Welsh '78
John Companey Paul Hulseman '82 Stanley Obernyer '67 Martin Wenzier '64
Anne Conway '72 John Hurley '65 Christopher O'Brien '87 Lawrence Wolf '87
Kevin Cope Amy lannello '99 William O'Brien '81 Thomas Yarnell
Daniel Coxon '99 Gerald lorio '03 Terrence O'Brien '78 Lucy Jane Young '40
John Zvolensky '63
Please consider supporting our John Carroll student athletes by joining and participating in the Blue Gold Club.
Now, more than ever, we appreciate and rely on the support of former athletes, parents and friends of John Carroll Athletics. Please con­
sider a membership level within your range as all proceeds are directed to enhance the programs for our Blue Streak student athletes.
The Mission of the Blue Gold Club is to: support, promote and recognize varsity athletics at John Carroll University. Since it's inception in 
1982, the Blue Gold Club has been the official booster club for athletics and been instumental at every level of need including major facility 
renovation/enhancement, training, uniforms, awards and recognition as well as game day support.
To sign up to become a Blue-Gold member, complete the secure online membership form which is available at
www.jcusports.com/bluegoldmembership
Thank you in advance for your generous support!
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STRONG • STICKY • WATERPROOF
Trust Duck® brand duct tape to deliver the quality and 
strength needed for every project. Perfect for use at 
home, on the road and even at a game! Now available in 
over 100 colors and prints, the possibiiities are endless.
dret the Puck \o do it*.
B00.321.0253
You
DuckBrand.com
©ShurTech Brands, LLC 2012/50290
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THE 2013 JUNIOR VARSITY/ 
FRESHMEN TEAM SCHEDULE
9/8
9/15
9/22
9/29
9/30
10/6
10/13
10/20
10/27
11/10
CASE RESERVE
MOUNT UNION
HEIDELBERG
MOUNT UNION
in
GENEVA COLLEGE
BALDWIN WALLACE
JIL
mmm
HEIDELBERG
ASHLAND
CASE RESERVE
BALDWIN WALLACE
A
H
H
A
H
H
A
A
A
A
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
2:00 PM
2:00 PM
6:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
2:00 PM
1:00 PM
1:00 PM
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THE 2013 VARSITY 
TEAM SCHEDULE
9/07 ST NORBERT
Toyota Park Chicago, IL
N 4:00 PM
9/21
-u-i
BALDWIN WALLACE * A 6:00 PM
9/28 OTTERBEIN *
Homecoming
H 7:00 PM
10/05 CAPITAL * H 7:00 PM
10/12 MARIETTA * A 1:30 PM
10/19
.AmL MUSKINGUM * H 1:30 PM
10/26 mb OHIO NORTHERN * A 1:30 PM
11/02 smb WILMINGTON * A 1:30 PM
11/09 Jl HEIDELBERG * H 1:30 PM
11/16
M,
MOUNT UNION * A 1:30 PM
* - denotes Ohio Athletic Conference contest
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CELEBRATING 
STUDENT-ATHLETES FOR 
MORE THAN 60 YEARS.
★ACADEMIC^ 
ALL-ANERICA // 
TEAM ''
c/\.
The Award
Each year, the Capital One Academic All-America® program 
selects 816 distinguished student-athletes to become part of 
an honorary team in their respective sports - men's football, 
basketball, baseball, soccer, track & field/cross-country; women's 
basketball, softball, soccer, volleyball, track & field/cross-coun­
try; and men's and women's at-large teams that include all other 
NCAA championship sports.
Capital One + CoSIDA = Win
In January 2011, Capital One partnered with the College Sports 
Information Directors of America to become the named sponsor 
of this illustrious and historic award program.
A longtime supporter of excellence in collegiate athletics -- as an 
Official Corporate Champion of the NCAA, and sponsor of the 
Capital One Bowl and Capital One Mascot Challenge -- Capital 
One is proud to be associated with CoSIDA, and all the stellar 
student-athletes awarded the Capital One Academic All-Ameri­
ca® title.
History
Since 1952, the College Sports Information Directors of America 
(CoSIDA) has honored more than 20,000 outstanding student- 
athletes with this prestigious award, which became known as the 
Capital One Academic All-America® in 2011.
The program used to select teams from just two divisions - the 
University Division, comprised of Division I schools; and the 
College Division, which included Division II, Division III, NAIA 
schools, and 2-year colleges. To better honor the diversity of 
collegiate talent, however, the program was expanded in 2011 
to include four divisions: Division I, Division II, Division III, and 
the College division that includes NAIA, two-year colleges, and 
Canadian schools.
Eligible Student-Athletes
To be nominated, a student-athlete must be a starter or impor­
tant reserve with at least a 3.30 cumulative grade point average 
(on a 4.0 scale) at his/her current institution. Nominated athletes 
must have participated in at least 50 percent of the team's 
games at the position listed on the nomination form (where 
applicable). In baseball and softball, pitchers must have at least 
10.0 innings pitched. Athletes who have not participated in at 
least 50 percent of their team's contests are not eligible.
John Carroll University salutes Mackenzie Griffin 
2013 CoSIDA/Capital One Division IN Softball 
Academic All-American of the Year
Itsasna
For more on the Remote Deposits, visit: www.ohecu.cotnlsnap
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